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1. Executive Summary
Infrastructure and operations managers require decision support tools to plan railway network
assets and operations in an integrated manner (or to take the good decisions to manage the safety
of the railway system at a global level in each situation). Such decision support tools need to be
based upon a safety management process that can guide collaborative decision-making activities
between operations and infrastructure managers. Additionally, the decision support system will
need to be based upon an integrated mobility system that allows for quick micro-simulation-based
experiments to understand different network conditions and intervene appropriately and timely.
To support the technical development of such decision supports systems in software, Task 3.3. of
the GoSafe Rail project was concerned with developing the backbone for an information
management system that supports different existing standards, such as RailML, IFCRail, and
CityGml. Additionally, the information management system should support a modular GIS based
graphical user interface with possibilities for collaborative interactions with micro-simulation
tools. Additionally, GIS based visualization modules should be provided that represent outcomes
of micro-simulations, machine learning efforts, and corresponding heuristics to decision makers.
This report described the technical development efforts carried out in Task 3.3. for implementing
such an information management system based on state-of-the-art Web 2.0 software
development methods. The report describes the developed information management framework,
which consists of a number of independent modules that can be coupled and integrated in specific
custom tailored decision support applications to support railway agencies.
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms

Description

API

Application Programming Interface

CityGML

City Geography Markup Language

ESRI

Environmental Systems Research Institute

GIS

Geographic Information System

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol

IFC

Industry foundation classes

JS

Java Script

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

MVC

Model View Controller

RailML

railway Markup Language

REST
SPA

Representational State Transfer
Single Page Applications

SQL

Structured Query Language

WebGL

Web Graphics Library

WGS84

World Geodetic System

WKT

Well Known Text

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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3. Background
The present document Deliverable D3.3 “Report on Information Management System”
contributes to the TD 3.6 of IP3, Task 3.6.2 IT architecture and 3.6.4 Open standard interfaces,
and CCA Work Area 3 Safety, Standardisation, Smart Maintenance, Smart Materials & Virtual
certification, Sub WA 3.1 Safety, Subtask WA3.3.3 Data selection and formatting (Shift2Rail Joint
Undertaking, Multi-Annual Action Plan, Brussels, November 2015).

4. Objective/Aim
This document has been prepared to provide a description of the work conducted for Task 3.3.
describing the technical details of the developed Open Source modules:







An information management system that integrates different existing information model
standards for representing all aspects of a rail network (RailML, IFCRail, City GML). The
information management system will be based upon a graph database which allows the
streamlined storage of a large network based data.
A GIS based rail network visualization module to visualize railway network and object based
railway information. For the development of the visualization the state-of-the-art web
based Cesium browser will be used.
A GIS based rail network modeller that allows for the visual interaction with the OpenTrack
micro simulation environment
A data visualization library for presenting the outcomes of micro-simulations and machine
learning efforts. Both GIS based visualizations as well as graph based visualizations will be
provided that can be combined in custom information views.
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5. Introduction
Information management systems to support real-time and long-term asset management
decisions around railway networks are complex application that need to be built as a highly
scalable and modular systems applying the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern. During
development it is important to separate concerns, establishing modules as standalone instances
which communicate and exchange data. These separate instances can then be flexibly integrated
in a wide range of decision support applications for different railway asset management tasks that
provided targeted and user friendly support for specialists working at railway managing
organizations.
At the same time, global trends in software development are constantly changing and evolving.
Hence choosing the most suitable technologies, architectures and design patterns is the key to
build an efficient and robust platform that supported the requirements above to become a reliable
tool for specialists.
Numerous frameworks and libraries for web applications development written in different
programming languages exist. The most popular of these frameworks is currently the
programming language JavaScript [1] that offers powerful and complex tools to create user
interface and business logic. 3D models, maps, graphs, diagrams, charts and many other features
can be easily integrated in modern Single Page Applications (SPA). JavaScript, through its powerful
Node framework, also allows to build REST (Representational State Transfer) applications to
handle business logic, to manipulate data and to process information. The main disadvantages of
this programming language are dynamic types, asynchronicity and dependencies system. Other
popular languages that can be used next to JavaScript especially in REST applications are Python
[2] and Golang [3]. Applications developed in these languages can have better performance and
are easier to use and maintain than JavaScript applications.
This report describes the implementation choices we made for developing the information
management modules for the GoSAFE RAIL project within Task 3.3 – Information Management
and Visualization to provide reliable stand-alone modules that can be integrated flexibly to set-up
decision support application at railway companies. The report also gives a number of suggestions
for combining the different modules into an overall visualization platform to support strategic
asset safety decision making tasks by integrating different sources of data, machine learning
models, and micro simulation results.
The report is structured as follows: section 6 provides a general overview about the anticipated
overall systems architecture of a decision support platform. Afterward we discuss the user
interface of the developed visualization front-end. Then the report describes the choices made for
the back-end, including the implemented database systems as well as the developed application
programming interfaces that allow front-end applications to assess the stored data. The report
then continues with introducing several converters we developed to integrate data that is
represented using different types of standards into the platform. Before concluding the report
returns to the front-end and provides a detailed description of the different visualization
techniques we implemented.
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6. System structure overview
The GoSafe RAIL information management system contains four main modules written in three
different programming languages. The purpose of using different programming languages is to
optimize performance of the application and to speed up the development process.

Figure 1: System overview of the GoSafe platform
The four modules creating one consistent information management system are depicted on the
Fig. 1:


GoSafe front end



GoSafe back end



GoSafe converter



Data visualization module

The first three modules are standalone applications that can be hosted in different environments,
the Data Visualization Module is a reusable component that can be integrated in various user
interfaces (such as the developed GoSafe front end) and can be implemented in any JavaScript
application for displaying machine learning and simulation efforts in the form of charts, diagrams,
and map-based overlays.
User can interact with all features through the GoSafe front end module, which is a graphical
interface with numerous views. Each chunk of data visualized there is requested from the GoSafe
back end through HTTP (Figure 2). Responses from the back-end are returned as JSON objects that
can be easily parsed and ingested by the JavaScript libraries used to create the different modules.
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Figure 2: Communication between modules
The GoSafe back end module is connected to the Neo4j Graph Database. This graph database
management system is an online database management system with Create, Read, Update, and
Delete methods that operates based on a graph data model [4]. A graph model is well suited for
the GoSafe system requirements because it allows to represent topological models of railway
networks together with other features related to the railway infrastructure. Such topological
representations cater naturally to the representation of railway networks and allow for intuitive
and quick querying of information.
The GoSafe converters are separate REST APIs connected directly to the GoSafe Back End. They
are optimized tool to handle large data sources represented in XML based formats, such as RailML
or CityGML. The converters have two way functionality of converting information represented in
existing standards (RailML/CityGML) to the graph based database. At the same time, the
converters can generate RailML XML file exports, which can again be utilized by any external
applications that supports the RailML standard.
The above outlined modular structure of the GoSafe information management system makes it
fast and scalable. Each part can be rebuilt and improved with the minimal impact on other
modules. The next sections describes each of the different parts of the information management
system in detail.
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7. GoSafe Front End
The GoSafe front end is a Single Page Application that works as a main Graphical User Interface in
the GoSafe system. It can be display in any modern web browser and allows users to create, edit,
update and delete railway network datasets from the graph database. Outcomes of user
interactions are displayed on the map (3D globe) or as graphs/tables on a separate canvas.
7.1 Technology overview
The front end is developed in JavaScript. The React JavaScript library for building user interface
was used to build each different view (user interface component) that can be found in the
application [5]. Speed and flexibility of that library in comparison with other popular front-end
frameworks are huge advantages. Each element that can be found in the user interface is a
separate and reusable component.
Redux JS is used together with React JS for managing information and data related states and to
ensure that the different user interface components behave consistently [6]. This combination of
React and Redux is a very popular approach in web applications development.
The main display component of the front-end is based on a globe representation for displaying
spatial data in the 3D GIS view provided by the Cesium JS library [7]. Cesium JS is based upon
WebGL (Web Graphics Library), which is a powerful JS API for rendering 3D objects in any web
browser that is compatible.
Another library to visualize data in the GoSafe front end is Vis.JS [8]. It can display large amounts
of data as graphs, charts and network views.
The whole application is bundled by Webpack JS that compresses the front-end to provide a
lightweight version of the JavaScript code that can be quickly downloaded by servers. The
automation of the conversion to this lightweight versions that Webpack offers is important for
hosting and maintaining the GoSafe system.
A vast array of additional small JavaScript libraries are used alongside those mentioned above that
we do not describe in detail here.
7.2 GoSAFE front-end view
The GoSAFE front-end view is based on JavaScript library Cesium JS for displaying spatial data. As
spatial data we consider all elements with specified geometry, such as railway tracks, stations, and
other railway related assets. Objects geometry in the database is encoded in Well Known Text
(WKT) format. WKT strings are realized as sequences of points (X, Y, Z) with specified types:


point



polygon



linestring



multipoint



multipolygon



multilinestring
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After an object is sent to the GoSAFE RAIL front end and before it is loaded into the Cesium Viewer,
WKT is converted to the multidimensional (number of dimensions depends on geometry type)
array of float numbers that can be handled by the GoSAFE RAIL front-end.
For each feature with existing valid geometry an entity is created. Collection of entities is a set of
3D objects with unified data structure. Each entity contains information (attributes) describing
numerous properties of the object in real world. These information are organised into “key: value”
structure (Figure 3), which is easy to display in tabular views and can be edited by adding, delete
or change the given property.

Figure 3: Example of different properties attached to a track element.
Each of these entities can be visualized in different ways, depending on its geometry. The GoSafe
system supports the following geometrical representation types:


polylines



polygons for triangulated 3D representations



points

For example, one of the main GoSafe RAIL data sources CityGML contains detailed geometry of
different related infrastructure around a railway line. Using the GoSafe RAIL converters geometry
can be extracted from CityGML and stored in the database. This geometry can then be represented
in the form of polygons on the GoSAFE RAIL front-end as depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Example representation of CityGML data in the GoSAFE RAIL front-end
As another example, Figure 5 represents a representation of railway lines imported from a
RailML file using polylines.

Figure 5: Example representation of RailML data in the GoSAFE RAIL front-end
All objects loaded in the GoSAFE RAIL front-end are grouped into different types (tracks, stations,
etc.). The user interface recognizes these types so that users can interact with them performing
only permitted actions.
The most basic object is a track. Tracks are the backbone of the GoSafe RAIL data management,
GA 730814
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all other railway network elements are related to them. By default, only track entities are loaded.
User can interact with the track and expand all related elements (ex. Buffer Stops, Crossings,
Switches) which are exposed as labelled points, or expand a neighbourhood (see the above
CityGML example). The neighbourhood is defined as all infrastructure elements within a given
distance of the track, such as buildings, vegetation areas, or watersheds.
The developed GoSafe RAIL front-end includes two additional features:


a search tool based on the geocoder



a layer picker that allows user to change among different base maps from several map
providing organizations. Microsoft’s Bing Aerial Map is set as default base map, but the
GoSafe RAIL front-end includes 14 others views, such as, Google Maps, Open Street Maps,
or ESRI Maps.
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7.3 GoSafe Rail front-end widgets
The GoSafe rail platform provides several front-end widgets that are connected directly to the
GoSAFE front-end view and that display information from the various data sources of the GoSAFE
backend. Each widget has implemented various functions to allow users to interact with the
database or the GoSAFE front-end view. Depending on the widget type, there are two ways to
open a widget: selecting it from the top panel menu or interacting with the entity on the 3D globe.
Figure 6 illustrates the top panel of the GoSafe Rail platform that allows access to the different
widgets using an expandable menu:

Figure 6: Top level menu to access the different GoSafe Rail front-end widgets
This top panel is a narrow bar with buttons overlapping the top border of the GoSafe Rail frontend view. It is always visible. User can choose the proper widget simply by clicking on the widget
name.
Following widgets1 are accessible from here:

1



tracks



statistics



railml

Only widgets that allow to interact with datasources are described in this paper.
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The tracks widget (Figure 7) is the main window to interact with the railway network. The central
part of this view is a graph viewer. The graph viewer visualizes nodes and relations between them.
Each node represents a track or an element that is a part of the railway network. These nodes
connect with at least one relation, such as connecting tracks, switches, or stations. Relation types
are displayed.

Figure 7: Tracks widget
The track widget is fully navigable. Nodes can be moved, the view can be zoomed in and zoomed
out. Clicking on a node displays its properties and additional available actions in the right panel.
The left part of the tracks widget contains a list with all tracks from the selected line. User selects
lines from the dropdown menu. Below the list is a search input which filters the track list (by id or
name).
At the right side of the tracks widget after a node is selected an overview appears with available
actions with respect to adjusting the view, such as expand all neighbouring nodes or displaying
only the nodes that are linked according to a specific relation type. The overview with the node
label (label is always the same as a type) lists all properties of the element which are ordered
according to their key-value pairs. Various actions can be executed for the given node and action
types depend on the node type. Each node can be expanded (all related nodes are added to the
graph), edited and deleted (from the database or from the view only). User can add a new node
related to the chosen one with constraints, that means the new node can be a valid RailML
element or custom information. Track nodes also have a “zoom to” action, that centres the 3D
globe view on this element (only if it has a geometry property and exists on the map).
A second widget, the statistics and data widget is a widget for presenting the outcomes of various
simulations and machine learning efforts. The widget is a collection of functions and features to
visualize the outcomes of micro-simulations and machine learning efforts. Some functions of the
GA 730814
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widget are tied to the GoSafe Rail wiewer. The widget is developed in JavaScript using the Vis.Js
library [15] for building graphs and bar charts, which display data retrieved from related modules.
Additionally, the widget handles machine learning efforts by providing interactive visualization
functions with the GoSafe Rail Viewer to allow for displaying or modifying existing objects on the
3D map. Such machine learning models like classificators or regressors usually provide outputs as
an array of values associated to existing objects that can be easier displayed as a graph in a
separate widget or as an overlaid colour map within the GoSafe Rail viewer.
The overlaid colour maps can be applied to different entities types: points, lines, polygons, and
present one of the most intuitive way to display failures and other important factors. User can
browse objects directly on the map, select them, and view prediction from machine learning
models using this widget. depicts predicted probability of tracks flooding according to
meteorological, hydrological and drainage data. The widget allows for the adjustment of the
colour gradients based on user preferences. Gradients it can be adjusted manually or
automatically by default.

Figure 8: Flood risk predictions displayed as colour gradient within the GoSafe Rail viewer
(yellow depicts low risk of flooding; orange depicts medium risk of flooding; red depicts high risk
of flooding).
Such graphical overlays provide user possibilities to easily identify the most sensitive elements of
the railway networks. The simplicity of this widget allows to integrate a vast array of machine
learning and data mining applications, which provide the proper output.
The visualization as graphs allows to display statistics and other outcomes of associated machine
learning APIs. Depending on the data type simple graphical windows can display tabularized data
or dynamic graphs and charts. The supported methods for data visualization are:


simple line charts

GA 730814
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bar charts



scatter plots



box plots

Users can interact with the graphs and change visualization properties like colours, labels, sizes
etc. Figure 15 illustrates an example Vis.js object with different types of charts.

Figure 9: Different graph types supported by the GoSafe Rail visualization widget.
The RailML widget (Figure 8) is a simple window to import RailML files. Any user with permissions
can choose a valid RailML file and upload it through this interface into the graph database. The
imported information is directly displayed in the GoSafe rail viewer. The back-end modules are
used to convert the file to a subgraph and store it in the graph database.

Figure 10: RailML widget
During upload, in addition to a valid RailML file user must choose a matching Coordinate Reference
System. If the file includes coordinates, they are transformed from the given CRS to the WGS 84
system.
GA 730814
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Finally, the feature widget is the only widget accessible after clicking on the object visualized on
the 3D map (Figure 11). Selected object is always distinct. The feature widget has two main parts.
The first one is an attribute table. All feature properties are displayed as “property name: value”
pairs. The second one is an actions section and it is available only for track objects. User can display
all track elements related to the given track in the GoSafe Rail viewer or can display some objects
not directly related to the railway network.

Figure 11: Feature widget
The modular widget-based architecture of the user interface can be easily extended and improved
by adding new widgets for interactions with the database or the GoSafe Rail viewer directly.

GA 730814
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8. GoSafe Rail Back-End
The GoSafe Rail back end is a middleware application for handling and processing railway network
data. This application is connected to the graph database and converters. It can query the
database and extract information for visualizing and displaying the information with the GoSafe
front end. It is a REST API, therefore it handles all types of requests: GET, POST, PUT, DELETE.
User interact with the back end through the front-end user interface. After a request is sent with
parameters to the given endpoint, data is returned to the front-end application.
8.1 Technology overview
The back-end is developed using the Express framework [10] as a Node.js [11] web application. It
is a flexible and powerful tool to build REST APIs. Express applications are fast and relatively easy
to develop and maintain.
One of the biggest Node.js advantages is numerous JavaScript utilities, modules and libraries ready
to use out of the box. Alongside the Express framework, libraries for graph database, http requests
handling were used. Express offers a minimalist boilerplate code which is important for future
development and improvements.
8.2 Databases
The main database in the GoSafe system is a Neo4j graph database. It stores railway network data
as a topological model (connected tracks with all track elements) and other spatial elements
organised in spatial layers (spatial index with a R-Tree structure). This data structure suits system
requirements better than any relational structure. The most important part of data, the railway
network, is described as a connected graph (set of nodes and relations) with topological attributes
and encoded geometries.
Figure 12 illustrates a basic structure of the graph database. The railway network and its
neighbourhood are two separate subgraphs, without any relation between them.
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Figure 12: Basic structure of the graph-based database designed for the GoSafe Rail information
system
Nodes and relations stored in the database are requested through the POST or GET request from
the GoSafe Rail front-end and returned as structured JSON documents. As described earlier,
railway network nodes can be displayed on the 3D map and in the Tracks Widget, users can
interact with these objects and modify their properties. Neighbourhood nodes can be displayed
only on the 3D map. The neighbourhood is created by ingesting other data sources than RailML
(for example CityGML, Shapefiles, Geojson).
The GoSafe back-end application can integrate different databases if needed. Database
management systems like MongoDB or Postgresql can be easily connected to provide more data.
8.3 REST API
The REST API routes are endpoints which can be requested by users from the front end graphical
user interface. Routes are divided into a few groups. The most important group allows to grab
railway data as a JSON response.
User requests nodes belong to the railway network by executing a POST or GET request to the
server. An example request is showed on the Figure 13:
User send a request with parameters (as a multipart form), in this case ‘id’ that means track id,
and receives a JSON response. Response is an array with objects represent all given nodes and
relationships. This structure is generated by the Neo4j database API and it is clear and easy to use
in visualization modules. Each returned node is described with unique parameters alongside to
properties. All relations between nodes are returned as well.
GA 730814
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Response structure can be different according to its destination. The basic, unmodified neo4j JSON
structure (Listing 1) is used only for streaming 3D objects to the Cesium Viewer. Data displayed in
the Tracks Widget are preprocessed, that means nodes and relationships are converted to arrays
of nodes (Listing 2) and links (Listing 3) (according to the network visualization library standards).

Figure 13: An example of a REST call to the GoSafe Rail back-end
{
"e": {
"_id": 9656,
"labels": ["Switch"],
"properties": {
"code": "30092668",
"pos": "126.49375",
"description": "287B Galway 113lb DV 1:10?? Half-Xover",
"geometry": "POINT(-9.046959 53.273577)",
"id": "287B
}
}
{
"properties": {
"code": "30092668",
"pos": "126.49375",
"description": "287B Galway 113lb DV 1:10?? Half-Xover",
"geometry": "POINT(-9.046959 53.273577)",
"id": "287B"
},
"id": "287B",
"label": "Switch",
GA 730814
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"color": "#800000"
}
{
"from": "IN-MR2GY-SR-23",
"to": "000000000000000251",
"label": "HAS_SWITCH"
}
Modifying the railway network is another important part of the back-end functionality. Each node
can be edited (properties and geometry), deleted and created from scratch. These actions are
available by sending POST, DELETE or PUT requests to the given endpoint. Each request should
contain required parameters, otherwise the request will return an error.
Basic endpoints are listed in the table below:
Endpoint

Parameters

Description

/api/v1/tracks
GET

none

Get all tracks from the database.
Received tracks are visualized on the
3D map.

/api/v1/elements
POST

id {string} an id of the
given track

Get all nodes related to the given
track. Relation between the track and
elements are RailMl relations.

/api/v1/add/element
POST

label {string} a label of
the new node

Create a new node related to the
given track.

relationship {string} a
relationship between a
new node and the given
track
track_id {string} a given
track id
properties {object} a
new node properties
/api/v1/remove/element
DELETE

label {string} a label for Remove a given track element from
the removed node
the database.
id{string} an id of the
removed node

/api/v1/tracktograph
POST
GA 730814
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Return the given track and all related
elements as a network visualization
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input.
/api/v1/elementstograph
POST

label {string} a given
node label
id {string} a given node
id

Node expanding. Returns all related
nodes to the given one as a network
visualization input.

/api/v1/neighbourhood
POST

wkt {string} a valid wkt
string (multipolygon or
polygon)

Return all not related to the railway
network objects within the given
distance to the track.

Each described route executes a Cypher query. Cypher is an expressive graph database query
language. It enables a user (or an application acting on behalf of a user) to ask the database to find
data that matches a specific pattern [5].

GA 730814
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9. GoSafe Converter
The GoSafe Rail Converter is a REST API to handle different types of data, create and extend railway
network graphs in the graph database, and export graphs in different formats to interact with
other railway management applications such as the OpenTrack micro-simulation environment.
9.1 Technologies overview
To increase the computational performance of the converters, they are implemented as Golang
[12] REST APIs. The Go programming language is flexible and efficient, statically typed, compiled
language. It allows to build fast, minimalistic and modular web applications. The main task of the
Converter is handling and converting big files (often more than 100MB), Golang features in most
cases are much faster and efficient than JavaScript libraries.
There are a lot of custom Go libraries to make development faster and easier. The main library is
Go-Gin a minimalistic tool to build REST services. The external library that is required to run this
application is Proj4 [13] used to handle different projections.
9.2 Converters
The converters convert several input files and so that they can be easily stored in the graph
database. A file is imported using a REST POST request. We developed converters for the following
types of files2:

File Type

Status

RailML

Infrastructure subschema can be imported.

CityGML

LOD 1 objects can be extracted (LOD 2+ are simplified).

Vector Formats

Shapefiles and Geojson are supported. Layers must have
WGS84 coordinates reference system (epsg: 4326). Shapefile
must be a ZIP compressed archive that contains at least three
files: SHP, SHX, DBF.

9.2.1 RailML
RailML as a main railway networks data source and the backbone of the GoSafe Rail data model.
The Infrastructure subschema contains information about tracks, all elements related to them and
their topologies. This allows to build a consistent network represented by a graph.
To import a part of the railway network represented by a RailML file, a POST request must be
carried out. In this request a multipart form should be sent with parameters like: valid RailML file
with the Infrastructure section, EPSG number of this file, line name (if not specified in RaiML).
A root element (root node) for each converted file is a ‘line’. There can be one or more lines,
depending on track groups described in the proper section. If this description is missing, all tracks
2

The development of an IfcRail converter as discussed in the GoSafe Rail project proposal was
not possible as the development of the standard is currently put on hold.
GA 730814
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are automatically connected to the default line. Tracks and all related physical railway assets
presented in RailML will be converted to nodes of the graph database. All abstract elements
provided in the infrastructure subschema are converted to nodes as well. Each node has a label,
according to its name. Relationships between nodes are defined by number of constraints, for
example, the ‘HAS_SWITCH’ relationship in RailML can exist only between a track node and switch
node. Relationships can have properties. This structure provides an easy to read and modify data
model.
Figure 14 represents a small fragment of a railway network represented as a graph.

Figure 14: Graph based description of RailML data after conversion
Altogether, following the RailML standard, there are five nodes and four relations between them.
The central node is the track node trlating to the line node (HAS_TRACK relationship). This track
begins at the connection node and ands at the buffer stop (relationships BEGINS and ENDS). The
track has also a related switch which is connected by HAS_SWITCH relationship.
This short example (Figure 14) shows that current data model is easy to understand and intuitive.
It can be easily modified and extended. Lines and track can be requested by executing a simple
Cypher query which is simpler and faster than SQL.
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9.2.2 CityGML
CityGML is an open standardised data model and exchange format to store digital 3D models of
cities and landscapes [14]. Object are grouped into 12 different modules. A lot of modules contain
irrelevant objects in the context of railway assets management, hence not all of them are
supported by the GoSafe Rail Converter. Not supported object means they are simply omitted
during the geometry and attributes extraction. Adding a new module to converter can be done
without any complicated changes in the code.
At the current stage of development, the most relevant groups are: Building, Bridge, Tunnel,
Vegetation, and Water Body. They provide information about features surrounding tracks which
can have an impact on decisions and management process.

Figure 15: Different levels of detail of object geometry in CityGML
Alongside properties CityGML contains encoded geometry for each of these objects. A structure
and a level of complexity of the geometry section depends on the LOD (Figure 15). The GoSafe Rail
converter in general converts the geometry of objects at the LOD 1 level. Some objects, such as,
water areas or vegetation areas are converted as 2D polygons.
The most significant problem with CityGML are the size of files. Usually, CityGML models represent
large areas like cities or districts. Models can easily contain more than one milion objects, which
makes conversion highly computational intensive. The GoSafe Rail converter therefore applies the
following techniques to improve the performance of conversions:


SAX parsing, which provides sequential, piece by piece reading, instead of parsing the
whole document. SAX allows to parse big documents with minimum resources usage.



Spatial mask (Figure 16), which is a kind of buffer around the track that allows to extract
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only these objects in CityGML within a given distance assuming that objects that are not in
close proximity of the railway tracks are not relevant.

Figure 16: Spatial mask

The converter groups objects into spatial layers within the database. From there they can be
visualized in the GoSafe Rail viewer.
9.2.4 Vector Formats
The GoSafe Converter supports two types of vector formats: Shapefiles and Geojson to support
the import of many available open data sources. The converter converts these files to spatial layers
that provide information about area and objects within the open data vector format files. These
spatial layers represent a group of different objects in space together with their attributes.
In the GoSafe converter converts these models like CityGML models. Each layer is converted to a
subgraph with a specific position within the WGS84 coordinate system.
9.3 Export module
The export module allows to export each subgraph of the stored railway network as a RailML
document and therefore allows for interoperability of the GoSafe Rail Information Management
System with a wide range of other software products that support the RailML format.
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10.

Conclusions

In this report the GoSafe Rail Information Management System was introduces as a consistent,
standalone system based on four separate modules. The main goal of the development process
was it to develop a fast, efficient and highly scalable system, which can be used by specialists.
The backbone of the system is a dedicated data model, that is easy to understand and modify. This
data model integrates the most popular data exchange and spatial formats and can be improved
or extended with almost all existing formats which are suitable in railway networks management
process. The Information Management System can exchange data with external applications, such
as, OpenTrack or any other system that supported the RailML format.
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